In Australia, Smart Meters automatically provide electricity suppliers with half-hour energy use data for each customer. This data can be used to classify customers into different categories. To this end, electricity supplier agl provided misg participants with data from 772 anonymous Victorian customers, collected between 2011-07-16 and 2012-01-30, and the corresponding series of half-hour temperature readings for Melbourne. The goals were to identify a small number of load profiles that could be used to classify customers, and to identify which customers have significant cooling loads and which customers have significant heating loads. For each customer there was a time series of 9552 half-hour periods, which made the dimensionality of the problem too high for cluster analysis of the entire sample data. Therefore analysis proceeded in two phases. First, the data were explored using various
Introduction
Traditionally, the electricity used on a premises is measured by a meter that accumulates total electrical energy use since the meter was installed. To read these simple electromechanical or electronic meters, electricity suppliers must visit the meter, typically quarterly. Meanwhile, electricity retailers settle their accounts with the market operator weekly, without knowing until months later exactly how much electricity their customers have used.
Simple meters are starting to be replaced by 'Smart Meters' that introduce M107 new functionality, including the ability for electricity suppliers to read meters remotely, interfacing with in-home displays that provide electricity users with information about electricity use and pricing, and measuring energy use in half-hour intervals. Eventually, Smart Meters will also allow the retail price of electricity to vary with time of use (in half-hour intervals). This could in turn allow the retail price to better reflect the instantaneous cost of generating and transmitting electricity, which varies significantly with the total demand for electricity. The possible uses of Smart Meters have received growing attention in recent academic literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , as well as lay literature.
agl has started collecting half-hour energy use data from customers with Smart Meters in Victoria and New South Wales. The data available for misg included data collected between 2011-07-16 and 2012-01-30 from 772 Victorian customers, giving a time series of 9552 half-hour readings for each customer. Each meter reports the energy imported by the premises during each half-hour period and, if the premises has photovoltaic panels for collecting solar energy, the energy exported by the premises during each half-hour period. Subtracting the export energy from the import energy gives the net energy use, which may be negative during periods when export energy exceeds import energy.
For most customers, energy use is dependent on heating or cooling loads. agl also supplied half-hour temperature data for Melbourne.
agl would like to use the Smart Meter data to:
• improve their forecasts of demand, so that they can manage their wholesale energy portfolio better;
• identify their most profitable customers;
• classify customers for marketing purposes.
The questions for misg were:
• could we identify a small number of load profiles that could be used to classify customers?
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• could we identify which customers have significant cooling loads and which customers have significant heating loads?
Section 2 details some exploratory analysis that was undertaken to visualise the data and identify relevant patterns and factors. Aspects of time and temperature are considered, along with initial modelling using spectral analysis and Load Duration curves. Section 3 introduces the ideas of cluster analysis, taking the example of self-organising maps, and demonstrates how even a limited look at the data can provide meaningful clusters. Section 4 details an approach based on stratifying the data into 148 combinations of time, temperature range, and weekday/weekend, and summarising each customer by their mean power use across these combinations. The pros and cons of various clustering methods are considered, including Complete clustering, Ward clustering, K-means clustering and others. Some overall conclusions are given in Section 5.
Data exploration and visualisation

Temporal patterns
The first step was to organise and visualise the data. It was useful to graph the data from some individual customers, to get a sense of the types and range of variation in electricity use. Individual data can show unexpected patterns-large for some customers and small for others-that could be missed by looking only at data that has been averaged over individuals. Figures 1(a) and (b) show the first 21 days of power consumption for two apparently typical household customers, one high-use and one low-use. Note there are 336 half-hour periods in a week. The customer in Figure 1 (b) perhaps uses gas for heating and cooking, and electricity only for lighting and appliances, as the electricity use is about a third that of Figure 1 (a). In both graphs power use never drops to zero, probably because of appliances such as refrigerators or freezers. Figure 1 (a) shows more consistent periodicity, with (usually) high peak evening use falling to low power use at night, but the pattern is slightly complicated by a weekend/weekday effect. Figure 1 (a) starts with the first time period (00:00-00:30) on a Saturday, and there is a fair amount of electricity being used all through the daylight and evenings of the first Saturday and Sunday. However, on the next three days (MondayWednesday) there is a brief spike in consumption at breakfast time followed by a drop in consumption until evening, presumably because the occupants are away at work. This pattern (breakfast peak, low, big evening peak, nightly low) is a common pattern of consumption. The following Thursday-Saturday power use was high throughout the day, but from the Sunday-Friday of the following week the pattern of morning and evening peaks prevailed. In Figure 2(b) shows a consistent pattern of very high electricity use during weekday business hours, and very little electricity use on weekends. This commercial customer should not have been included in the study data, which focussed on residential customers. However, it is an example of a real outlier that could be used to develop automatic exclusion rules. There were residential customers with a more or less regular business-hours pattern of usage but much lower consumption. Some may be home businesses as distinct from commercial premises-the dividing line between types of customer is blurred. Figure 3 (a) shows the first 21 days of net power usage for a customer with (presumably) photovoltaic cells (pv) for solar power generation. This customer had consistently high electricity consumption in the morning, perhaps due M112 to heating on a timer, then during daylight their net electricity consumption became negative but highly variable as they exported energy to the grid. The positive and negative flows were represented by two separate columns in the database for these customers, and it was not initially clear during misg what the interpretation was for the second column and what to do with them. So some misg participants studied only the positive columns (power inflows). In retrospect it might have been better to have treated the pv customers as a separate population to be studied based on their net power consumption. However, there were only a few of them, and since misg was essentially a scoping exercise it was decided to leave them in. agl knows who their pv customers are without reference to their consumption records. Figure 3 (b) shows a customer whose behaviour varied considerably over the six months of data. The electricity seems to have been totally switched off for the first six weeks (apart from one brief episode), and then the customer appears to have been absent (probably on holiday) for a period around the 8000 mark on the horizontal axis (specifically, absent 24 December-6 January apart from brief returns). It is unclear how to handle these absences in the data, and it really comes down to choice by agl. agl may wish to detect and flag customers with extended periods of zeros, as being unusual customers, or perhaps it indicates a change in ownership or tenancy at the dwelling. Perhaps these customers should be removed from the data before using a statistical clustering technique. It is inconvenient to treat the zeros as missing data, since most multivariate clustering techniques require complete data. As for holidays, since many customers go away on holiday at different times of the year, these periods of low power use should in principle be considered part of the regular pattern of variation in customer usage. However, the periods of absence do add variance to the customer, and so make it harder for statistical routines to cluster the customers into interpretable groups.
These considerations suggest that some simple automatic rules should be devised for pre-selecting cases before applying statistical clustering techniques to the data. This pre-selection step is justified on the grounds that clustering techniques are tuned to detect subtle effects rather than gross differences: M113 if an effect is huge and has an obvious explanation, then we do not need a p-value or a dendrogram to tell us so. Figure 4 displays the weekly variation in electricity usage for some individual customers. The horizontal axis represents time of the week, in half-hour periods, and is shaded to indicate day (blue) and night (grey). The top half of the graph shows the mean electricity use in each half hour period of the week, averaged across the six months of the data. The bottom half of the graph is a heat map showing the energy use in (time, temperature) bins, where the vertical axis represents temperature. High energy use is represented by bright red, low energy use by pale pink. The histograms on the right of each diagram show total energy in each temperature bin (dark grey) compared to the relative frequency of the temperature (blue).
Variation in electricity use by weeks
The top graph clearly corresponds to a business customer with high usage each day and virtually no usage at night. During the day the heatmap is almost uniformly bright red from bottom to top, indicating usage is independent of temperature. The other three customers are clearly residential. The second customer, for example uses very little electricity, and when they do use more (bright red) it is mostly in cooler weather near the bottom of the heatmap graph. The third customer has moderate use of electricity throughout the day and evening, and only a little more when cold or hot. The fourth customer makes heavy use of electricity for cooling during high temperatures (a lot of bright red at the top of the graph) and for heating when cold. The 'ribbons' of bright red suggest that if appliances are turned on then they are kept on for quite a while. The third and fourth customer show some evidence of lower electricity use during the middle of the day, but it looks like there is usually someone home using electricity.
In summary, these graphs give a quick overview of each customer, and help visually identify interesting customers.
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Figure 4: Visualisation of demand showing energy use by four customers, for half-hour periods throughout the week Monday-Sunday (horizontal axis). Histogram at top of each graph shows energy usage (0-1.2 kW) during 6 am-6 pm (blue background) and at night (grey background), while the heat map below additionally shows the variation with temperature (vertical scale from low to high temperature), with light colours meaning little energy use and redder meaning more energy use. The histograms at right show the relative frequency of temperatures (blue) and electricity use (grey). Figure 5 shows scatterplots of electricity use against temperature for four individual consumers. The blue lines are lowess smoothers. The graphs seem to suggest four different patterns of relationship with temperature:
Power usage by temperature
• Customer 25 uses electric heating in low temperatures but no cooling;
• Customer 16 does not use electric heating but uses air-conditioning when it is hot;
• Customer 24 uses both electrical heating and air-conditioning;
• Customer 17 uses neither. These customers were selected because they demonstrate obvious patterns, but the pattern may not be visually obvious for other customers. In practice, with hundreds of thousands of customers, one cannot rely on humans to look at scatterplots for classifying the customers; mathematical rules are needed and these rules will have to cope with a great deal of variation such as customers using air-conditioning on some hot days and not on others. Figure 6 shows the mean electricity use across all 772 customers, by temperature, with each dot referring to a different half-hour in the 199 days. The graph shows two separate clusters, presumably using or not using electric heating. It also confirms the industry view that heating and cooling use tends to be minimised around 18 degrees Celsius (or maybe up to a couple of degrees higher for the Melbourne data). 
Fourier analysis
In theory, customer data could be clustered based on the whole vector of half-hour energy measurements, but this will become unwieldy for very long time series and a large customer database. It therefore becomes essential to summarise the data. One approach used at misg was spectral analysis of each customer's time series. The rationale was that spectral analysis would look for temporally recurring patterns. Along related lines Figure 7 shows the result of of fitting low dimensional Fourier series models (green curves) to two customers (red curves). The plots represent 16 days, and a rescaled graph of temperature is shown on the same plot. The green curves show one and two peak usage periods per day, respectively, and different magnitudes. It seems likely that a low-dimensional model could adequately express the main differences between customers. That is, the parameters of the Fourier curves may be used as summary statistics for each customer, and these statistics fed into a clustering procedure to divide the customers into groups. Inevitably such a procedure has drawbacks. One drawback is the unrealistic assumption that the time series of electricity use is stationary (an unchanging pattern) and another is that the graphs show the raw data (red curves) vary greatly around the green curves so a lot of information is unrepresented. For example, there is an association between the fitted values and temperature, although temperature by itself does not appear to explain a big proportion of the temporal variation. It might be best to begin by fitting simple linear regression models to express known covariates such as temperature, day of the week, and month of the year (the latter impacting on hours of daylight, holidays, etc.), and then fit a time series model to the residuals. The issue of dealing with gross changes in customer behaviour-as in Figure 3 (b)-remains.
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Exploration using Load Duration plots
During the data exploration phase we constructed Load Duration plots for each customer. Figure 8 shows Load Duration plots for three customers. Each plot has three Load Duration curves, for hot (red), moderate (green) and cold (blue) weather. The horizontal axis is the proportion of time and the vertical axis is power. A point (t, p) on a curve indicates that for proportion of time t, the power is greater than p. This form of graph is common in the electricity industry, and is equivalent to a cumulative distribution function for power. The first plot is a Load Duration plot for a customer whose curves are independent of temperature. The second plot is for a customer whose load increases markedly when the temperature is high; the third plot is for a customer who has almost no load, except when the temperature is low.
In principle customers could be classified based on the shapes of their Load Duration curves. For example one could stratify the data by weekend/weekday, time of day (say day 07:00-17:00, evening 17:00-23:00, and night 23:00-07:00) and, say, three temperature ranges. This would give 18 Load Duration curves per customer. The gross features of each Load Duration curve could be summarised by a linear model for log(Load) versus log(Duration), yielding two parameters per curve. Thus the customer's power usage distribution would be summarised by 36 numbers, representing a considerable reduction from 9552 time points. These 36 numbers per customer could be used as the input for a cluster analysis.
The next section considers in detail one method of cluster analysis for customer segmentation. The method was applied to time interval means, but could just as easily have been applied to summary statistics from Load Duration curves, Fourier analysis or other data reduction techniques. • C (red), 17-23 • C (green), and less than 17
• C (blue).
Customer segmentation using Self-Organizing Maps
This section describes the use of Self-Organizing Maps to explore the second question in the project: Could we identify which customers have significant cooling loads and which customers have significant heating loads? For each of the 772 customers there were 9552 readings recorded by the Smart Meter. This is a high-dimensional dataset. When the number of variables involved is large, it is normal to consider dimension reduction methods to reduce the dimensionality to a manageable size before applying clustering algorithms for segmentation. One such clustering algorithm is Kohonen's Self-Organizing
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Map (som) procedure [8] . This procedure maps an n-dimensional input space to a two-dimensional region while assigning each data instance to one of the resulting clusters based on comparing its similarity to all the other data instances. som was employed to analyse the mean power use per half hour of the day (n = 48 datapoints per customer).
Self-Organizing Mapping
som tries to maintain the original topological structure of the data in terms of some specific similarity measure. That is, data instances that were close in the higher-dimensional input space should remain close in the reduced lowerdimensional map. Given a dataset of n-dimensional vectors v i , i = 1, 2, . . . , m (here m = 772 customers) this is a dimensional reduction from n dimensions to two dimensions. With respect to a pre-defined similarity measure, the goal is to reproduce in two dimensions the similarity between each pair of data in the given set of n dimensional vectors. The actual dimension reduction procedure involves the following steps:
Step 1 The data input consists of a set of n dimensional vectors v i , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, standardised to unit scale and with the number m of vectors satisfying m n.
Step 2 With respect to the similarity measure to be used, the similarity values S ij are computed for all the pairs v i and v j . The similarity measure is often defined in terms of the Euclidean distance between the vectors v i and v j . The entries in S ij will be small when v i and v j are close. It is these small values which are used as the seeds for performing the subsequent clustering.
Step 3 An arbitrary vector (x 1 , y 1 ) on a two-dimensional square (such as the positive unit square) is chosen to represent the location defined by the vector v 1 in n dimensions.
Step 4 Relative to the position in two dimensions chosen for v 1 , an identifi-M122 cation procedure is then used to assign, on the basis of the similarity values S ij , the vector (x i , y i ) in the square that represent the positions of the vector v i ; i = 2, 3, . . . , m, in n dimensions. This is an invariant procedure, in that the relative positioning of the v j in two dimensions has a similar pattern independent of the choice of the initial point (x 1 , y 1 ).
The clustering phase of the som is performed on the two-dimensional data. Its role is the segmentation of the data into similarity groups. Software is available for the application of Ward's procedure [9] . The basic steps are the following.
Step 5a The clustering starts by first identifying some small set of the i's and j's for which the values in the similarity matrix S ij are the smallest, and define the corresponding two-dimensional points (i, j) as the nodes around which the clustering will be performed.
Step 5b Around each node identified at Step 5a, the closest points are collected together to form its cluster.
Step 5c Boundaries are placed around the clusters so that, relative to each node, there is no point in the cluster which is closer to some other node belonging to another cluster.
Step 6 This regional pattern can be utilised in a number of ways to illustrate various relationships within the data. The possibilities implemented include:
• One can overplot, on the resulting two-dimensional regional pattern, some other property associated with the vectors v i , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, by colour mapping it between the minimum and maximum values of the property;
• When one of the components in the vectors v i , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, is categorical with K levels then it is appropriate to check whether the realisation generated with K nodes correlates with the categorical variable.
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Figure 9: Customer segmentation using som.
Pattern discovered from customer segmentation
As an exploration of this technique, we consider applying som to the customers' mean half-hour energy use, averaged across all weeks at that time of day. This still represents 48 data points per individual. Six clusters were obtained, as shown in Figure 9 . Random colors were selected to indicate individual clusters. The number of the data instances in a cluster determines the size of each coloured region in the map. That is, a big cluster with more data instances has a larger region in the map. Cluster 5 (light blue) is the biggest cluster obtained by som with 246 customers, and Cluster 2, shown in the smallest pink region, has the least number, with just ten customers. Cluster 6 has 215 customers, which is a little bigger than Cluster 4 (166 customers), followed by Cluster 1 and Cluster 3 with similar sizes of 63 and 74.
Each cluster indicates a certain group of customers, whose energy use data may have a different distribution. Figure 10 presents the average energy usage based on half-hour readings for all six clusters, from which a set of patterns was discovered. Based on these patterns, we group the customers into the following four types.
Business customers (Cluster 2) had high energy use between 07:30 and 18:00 and low overnight use between 21:00 and 06:00 the next day.
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Figure 10: Summary of half-hour energy use for six customer clusters.
High-use households (Clusters 1 and 3) use more energy than the remaining clusters, and in particular use more outside business hours than during business hours. These may be large families, or households that use a lot of heating or air-conditioning. They make up around 18% of the sample. The graph suggests family members got up and had breakfast between 05:00 and 09:00, as indicated by the first peak in Figure 10 . After that, they went to school or work in the daytime so that the energy use decreased to a lower level. Then they came back home for dinner preparation and entertainment from 16:00 until bed time, with the energy use reaching its second peak around 18:30 (6:30 pm). It appears the customers in Cluster 1 stayed up later than those in Cluster 3, and also kept more equipment on at night.
Low-use households (Clusters 4 and 5) had similar curves to the high-use households (Clusters 1 and 3) but used less energy overall. Another significant difference was that the energy use did not fall down in M125 daytime. This suggests that these households have someone at home during the day, doing housekeeping, child-minding or working from home. From the two curves in Figure 10 , the families in Cluster 4 used more energy than those in Cluster 5, but it is hard to distinguish them otherwise. It might be that Cluster 4 households had more people living in them. These low-use clusters together represent 53% of the sample.
Minimal users (Cluster 6) used less energy than other customers. They might be people with gas heating and cooking facilities, and limited electrical equipment at home, which is used infrequently. It may include single people who are rarely at home. The minimal users make up about 28% of the sample.
The preceding clusters were formed without taking week and temperature into account. Nevertheless, it is of interest to know whether these clusters can tell us whether its customers have electric cooling or heating systems. Figure 11 shows the average daily energy use for the 199 days from July 2011 to January 2012, for each of the six clusters. The time scale ranges from winter, through spring, and into summer, and all clusters show a drop in consumption in the second week of January, probably because of moderate temperatures that week, coupled with people being on holiday.
Customers with electric heating and cooling. Cluster 2, business customers, shows a slight negative trend on the left and possibly a weak positive trend on the right, suggesting that they have both heating and cooling systems at their premises. Their daily energy use stayed at much same level during the entire period except some drops on weekends and between Christmas and 14 January. Cluster 1, on the other hand, indicates families having both electric heating and cooling systems. Their daily energy use was high in winter, with a strong decreasing trend until November when the weather warmed, which indicates they used electric heating. In summer there are several peaks on the same dates that all other clusters used more energy than usual, probably very hot days. The magnitudes of the peaks suggest use of air-conditioning.
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Figure 11: Comparison of average daily energy use for six customer clusters.
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Customers with electric cooling only. The customers in Clusters 3 and 4 used cooling systems on the warm days in summer. There were five high peaks from mid-December 2011 to the end of January 2012 as shown in Figure 11 . The highest peak reached 38 kWh per day, which was about twice the normal daily use. By contrast, in the cooler months the peaks were less prominent and the downward trend seems weaker than in Cluster 1. The trend may be explained simply by the need for more lighting in winter. Some of these households may use gas heating.
Customers without electric heating or cooling. The daily energy use of Cluster 5 and Cluster 6 do not shown big changes during the entire period. Their energy use stayed much lower than the other four clusters, which showed no high-energy electric heating or cooling systems were used by the customers in these two clusters. They did use more energy than usual in a few summer days, but this may be just due to having fans or portable cooling machines rather than permanent air-conditioners.
Clustering based on mean power statistics
A common feature of all the above methods is the need to reduce the long time series of power readings to a lower-dimensional set of summary statistics. In the case of the Fourier methods, the approach was to cluster based on Fourier coefficients. For som, the data were first reduced to the average power consumption per half-hour of the day, and these 48 dimensions were further reduced to two dimensions. To allow for more explanatory factors, it might make sense to summarise a customer by their mean electricity consumption in various combinations of circumstances. An example of this approach is described by Chicco [2] , who raises the following suggestions. (Some comments are added in parenthesis). The profile idea seems to be an attractive strategy but it does have downsides.
It is, after all, reasonable to separate customers out by the actual amount of electricity used, not just by the profile shape. Clustering by shape alone could put customers with very different numbers of electrical appliances (and hence very different total power use) together in the same cluster. Perhaps it would make sense to first stratify the customers by total power use (this can be done without resorting to cluster analysis) and then use clustering techniques separately on each stratum to pick up shape differences. Another drawback of profile analysis is that we would be standardising by typical peak load, which is a random extreme quantity even if based on two to three weeks' data: dividing by it may add noise (redundant variation) to the data. This can make it harder to discern patterns. In particular, for low-use customers their electricity profile may depend on relatively random events (such as the time when the refrigerator motor starts pumping refrigerant). In summary, clustering by profile may help, but is not guaranteed to improve M129 the signal-to-noise ratio of the data.
Choosing summary statistics for AGL data
At misg we tried an approach based on summary statistics (means) across various factors. It was assumed that the energy use of each customer depends primarily on time of week and on temperature. At misg, time was divided into 84 two-hour periods each week, and temperature was divided into five bins. Thus the energy use of a customer was represented by the total energy used in each of up to 420 bins (period, temperature). Some bins may be unrepresented (for example high temperatures in the early morning) but this does not prevent the analysis. The time subdivision accounted for differences between weekends and weekdays, but not for public holidays, which were ignored at misg. Seasonal variation in energy use was assumed to be just due to temperature (although there is some reason to doubt this assumption due to the effect of lengthening days, daylight saving, and the confounding effect of customers going on holiday). At misg, customers were clustered using an agglomerative clustering algorithm in Minitab, based on Ward's linkage with Euclidean distance. The results were very similar to the som results shown in Figure 10 . Following misg, some modifications were introduced to the method, which seem to have produced better results. In what follows we discuss this modified approach.
At misg, all customers were treated equally, but it subsequently became clearer that some customers had long stretches of zero power use. This may have occurred when the power was disconnected between different tenancies of a dwelling, or when the homeowner switched off the power for some other reason such as extended travel. In any case these periods start and stop unpredictably, and would affect the results. It was decided, quite arbitrarily, to exclude those customers with more than 25% of half-hour periods with zero power use. This eliminated nine (1% of) customers. For a larger dataset, one might be more stringent, and also might devise ways of classifying the M130 excluded customers, or of matching them to one of the clusters found from the remaining data.
The second modification was to eliminate those days which were public holidays (Melbourne Cup Day, 1 November 2011; Australia Day, 26 January) plus the period from Christmas Day to 2 January (a public holiday that year, in lieu of New Years Day that fell on a Sunday). These days were excluded from clustering because the power usage might be unusual and distort the typical pattern for that time of the week and temperature. Thirdly, the time of day was adjusted for daylight saving, moving time forward by one hour from 02:00 on 2nd October. Correcting for daylight saving meant that the morning and evening peaks were less spread out when averaged over all weeks.
Time of day was coded into 12 two-hour blocks: 00:31-02:30, 02:31-04:30, . . . , 22:31-00:30. This choice of time blocks seemed to correspond best to the weekday circadian pattern. Figure 12 shows the relationship between mean power usage (across all customers) and temperature is fairly similar among each of the four half-hours making up a two-hour block, and yet the pattern is different between two-hour blocks. Temperature was coded into seven intervals: < 10 degrees, 10-13. 9, 14-17.9, 18-21.9, 22-25.9, 26-29.9 , 30 degrees Celsius. Days were coded into Weekdays (Monday-Friday) and Weekends (Saturday-Sunday). For each customer, then, their mean electricity use was calculated for each of these 12 × 7 × 2 = 168 combinations, if possible. In practice only 148 combinations were available: that is, there were some combinations of time period × temperature range × weekday/weekend which did not occur for any customers. These unavailable combinations were very low temperatures in mid-afternoon or very high temperatures at night. There was also a handful of customers who had individual missing data means on weekends. Since clustering algorithms require complete data, the corresponding weekday mean was substituted for the missing weekend value. The alternative would have been to drop these customers from the analysis. 
Complete linkage agglomerative clustering with Euclidean distance
To begin clustering we must decide on a measure of distance between any two individuals. Here we focus on Euclidean distance; that is, for every available combination of time period × temperature range × weekday / weekend, the difference is calculated between the mean power usage by customer A and by customer B, then this difference is squared, added over all available combinations, and then the square root taken. The effect of squaring is that the bigger differences dominate; that is, one large difference is more important than many small differences. This is in contrast to, say, the Manhattan distance measure which is based on minimising the sum of absolute differences, and so gives relatively more importance to many small M133 differences in power usage compared to one bigger difference. At the other extreme, squared Euclidean difference gives even more emphasis to the biggest single discrepancy between customers A and B.
Most clustering routines are agglomerative; that is, they begin by assuming every customer is in its own little cluster, and then clusters are joined together, starting with the clusters that are the smallest distance apart.
Step by step, more and more clusters are joined until finally the whole dataset is joined together as a single cluster. The process of building up and linking clusters is illustrated by the Dendrogram in Figure 13 . Clusters that join at the top of the graph are the most different in the dataset-relatively speaking their similarity is zero. Clusters that join near the bottom of the graph are relatively close together by Euclidean distance; their relative similarly is nearly 100%. Typically one chooses a small number of clusters; here nine are shown, of which two are singletons-customers who are very unlike any others. The singleton on the extreme right of the graph is the high electricity-use business in Figure 2 (b). The second singleton (hard to see on the graph) was the one shown in Figure 3 (a). In principle one chooses the number of clusters by picking a level of similarity, drawing a horizontal line, and separating off those clusters cut by the horizontal line. In practise one works in reverse, choosing the number of clusters required and then the algorithm draws the line accordingly. The graph shows seven other clusters (besides the two singletons) represented by different colours in the dendrogram. This is the maximum number of clusters we can find from the graph without splitting off many more singletons, which would seem to defeat the purpose of clustering.
The other key aspect of an agglomerative clustering algorithm is the linkage rule. The linkage defines conditions for the combining of two clusters, and is of prime importance in defining the shape of the dendrogram. Complete linkage, used here, is a rule that says that every pair of customers within a given cluster must have at least the required level of similarity (that is, be no more than a certain maximum distance apart). This means that if unusual customers are already within a cluster, it is hard to find other customers to join them. So complete clustering tends to give quite distinctive clusters, which may vary greatly in size. In Figure 13 most clusters are small but 62% of customers belong to one cluster (green) and another 32% belong to a second cluster (red). If we reduced the total number of clusters by one, then these two clusters would merge while the smaller clusters would stay distinct. Figure 14 depicts the profile of these clusters in terms of average power use (cluster centroid) by time of day, when the temperature is within various ranges, for weekdays and weekends. Cluster colours match those of the dendrogram. In addition to the two singletons mentioned earlier (not graphed), the clustering M135 procedure has identified a group of six other customers (Cluster 1, black dots) who appear to be small businesses with high electricity use during the day and little at night, and less prominent energy use on weekends than Monday-Friday. Complete linkage clustering has also identified a group of eleven customers (Cluster 5, orange triangles) with inverted net use profiles. These must be the pv customers who at certain times export electricity back to the grid, and so their net use can go negative. As might be expected for solar power, the negative profiles are fairly symmetrical around midday, with depth increasing as temperature (and by implication, sunlight) increases, and the profiles are fairly independent of the day of the week. They are joined by the singleton from Figure 3 (a) further up the dendrogram. Cluster 7 (inverted dark purple triangles) is a small group of only five customers who have very high electricity usage when it is cold but moderate when it is warm (over 18 degrees). Clusters 4 (light blue triangles, eleven customers) and 6 (pink triangles, nine customers) both use little electricity when it is cold or moderate, but very high amounts when the temperature gets into the range above 22 degrees Celsius. These clusters are divided from the same branch of the dendrogram, and could be considered one group, but they are distinguished by the amount of electricity drawn, and by higher weekday afternoon use of air-conditioning in Cluster 4. Presumably Cluster 4 customers stay home and use the air-conditioning while Cluster 6 customers go to work and turn the air-conditioner on when they get home. Perhaps these are the type of customers that could be incentivised to have photovoltaic cells installed. The largest group of customers (Cluster 3, green diamonds, 475 customers) are ones that on average use very little electricity at any time, and the second-biggest group (Cluster 2, red squares, 244 customers) also have a low, fairly constant, electricity profile, but use a bit more when it is cold or hot. In conclusion, complete clustering with Euclidean distance appears to be adept at distinguishing small meaningful clusters.
It is of interest to know what might be the effect of using Manhattan distance instead of Euclidean distance. With this measure the two singletons mentioned above were identified, plus one other singleton and a cluster of size two. It M136 is harder to interpret the results if there is a proliferation of singletons or small clusters. The extra singleton (not graphed) was a customer with a large negative net electricity use in the middle of the day. The electricity use profile for the other clusters is shown in Figure 15 . The Cluster 8 (pink +) is the cluster of two individuals who have very high electricity use at breakfast time and evenings, especially when it is cold. The small cluster of business customers (Cluster 1, black dots) is also identified by Manhattan distance. The four remaining clusters, which make up 98.5% of the customers, do not show much difference in shape with time of day; the profiles run largely in parallel within each panel of the graph. The main differences are with temperature. For Cluster 5 (orange triangles, 38 customers) power consumption is high in cold weather and low when it is hot; for Cluster 4 (blue triangles, 49 customers) power consumption is fairly constant in cool weather but rises steeply in hot weather; and for Cluster 2 (red squares, 202 customers) and Cluster 3 (green diamonds, 462 customers) power consumption is higher when it is either cold or hot, and lower around 18-22 degrees. Clusters 2 and 3 just differ in the amount of energy consumed.
Complete linkage clustering with Manhattan distance
In summary, the benefit of using Manhattan distance has been to have larger clusters, with a simple interpretation in terms of the relationship between power use and temperature. On the other hand, the routine has not found much shape difference with time of day, between the clusters. A concern is that the only customers identified as going negative were two singletons, as opposed to a group of eleven customers with Euclidean distance. The other negative ones have been hidden by the clustering procedure. Also there are more singletons or tiny clusters, which make interpretation difficult.
(#")*+, !"#$%&'%()* +$,%-.$/,0"/",*%1234 Figure 16 shows the dendrogram for Ward's linkage. As mentioned in the online Minitab help information:
Ward's linkage clustering with Euclidean distance
With Ward's linkage, the distance between two clusters is the sum of squared deviations from points to centroids. The objective of Ward's linkage is to minimise the within-cluster sum of squares. It tends to produce clusters with similar numbers of observations, but it is sensitive to outliers. The nature of the sensitivity is that Ward's linkage tends to find fewer singletons, because they are incorporated into clusters. The advantage is a dendrogram that looks visually simpler, but the disadvantage is that the centroid of the cluster is affected by outliers, which distorts the interpretation of the pattern. In Figure 16 we chose to display eight clusters (excluding the business singleton from Figure 2(b) ). The cluster profiles are shown in Figure 17 . The method has succeeded in identifying the cluster of customers with pv systems (Cluster 8, black +, twelve customers, extreme right of the dendrogram; the singleton from Figure 3 (a) is now included with the other customers with negative usage). However, the cluster of business customers found with complete linkage has now been merged with other high-use domestic customers (Cluster 1, black dots, 24 customers) so the shape profile is now showing an early evening peak when the weather is cold.
'#"()*+ !"#$%&'%()* +$,%-.$/,0"/",*%1234 If eleven clusters were allowed, then this cluster would separate out into two high-use groups, one being seven businesses and the other being 17 domestic customers with high use of electricity in cold weather (see Clusters 1a and 1b in Figure 18 ). Cluster 2 (red squares, 161 customers) is a group of customers with more power use in both cold and warm weather. Again, if eleven clusters were allowed, then Cluster 2 would split into two groups which are fairly similar in the daytime but one (85 customers) uses more heating and cooling at night (see Clusters 2a and 2b in Figure 18 ). Back in Figure 17 , Cluster 5
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(orange triangles, 78 customers) uses more electricity in cold weather but not when it is hot. Cluster 4 (blue triangles, 60 customers) have high power use all the time but much higher for running air-conditioning in hot weather. Cluster 3 (green diamonds, 143 customers) has low power use most of the time but uses a bit more in hot weather. Cluster 6 (pink triangles, 129 customers) has very low power use at all times and in all weathers, and Cluster 7 (purple upside-down triangles, 155 customers) runs parallel with it, just at slightly higher usage levels.
At misg results were presented for Ward's linkage with just six clusters excluding the business outlier from Figure 2 (b) . It is of interest to compare the profiles when there are six clusters to those with eight-see Figure 19 . In this case Clusters 6 and 8 merged (graphed using pink double circles), hiding the pv customers amongst the rest of the low-usage group. Also, the previous Cluster 3 (little power use in winter, more in summer) merged with Cluster 5 that had the reverse weather behaviour (more power use in winter, less in summer) to produce a cluster with little to distinguish it from the others except for the moderate magnitude of total power use.
In conclusion, provided one allows for enough clusters, Ward's method does seem to be able to find clusters that have an interpretable profile. The disadvantage of Ward's method (compared to complete linkage) is that we may have to look at a large number of different clusters in order to find those truly unusual groups that complete linkage identified straight off. As well as the extra complexity of having many groups, the question is how reliable some of these Ward clusters really are, since they are based on small differences among small numbers of customers.
Other agglomerative clustering methods
Average linkage is a method that joins clusters based on the mean distance between observations in one cluster and those in another. Figure 20 shows the dendrogram for average linkage with twelve clusters. However, eight of those clusters are singletons, one was a pair, and the remainder comprise five, six and 742 customers respectively. The cluster on the left is our business customers and we needed twelve clusters before they were separated from the rest of the 742. The pv customers are not identified.
Most other methods of clustering (single linkage, centroid linkage, median linkage) fared worse, picking off only singletons one at a time from the main cluster. McQuitty linkage (Figure 21 ) did produce clusters of meaningful size, but five out of the first eleven clusters were singletons. McQuitty's linkage works by joining the closest clusters, not on the basis of how distant clusters are from each other on average, but on the basis of how distant a newly-combined cluster will be, from the others, on average. McQuitty linkage
(#")*+, !"#$%&'%()* +$,%-.$/,0"/",*%1234
(#")*+, !"#$%&'%()* +$,%-.$/,0"/",*%1234 found the cluster of small businesses (Cluster 1 in Figure 22 ) but did not succeed in identifying the pv customers. It also did not identify residential customers with high heating bills in winter, but did find two small clusters with very high electricity use in summer: Cluster 4, 7 customers with high electricity use all day and night when it is hot; and Cluster 6, 10 customers with high electricity use only on hot evenings. Presumably Cluster 6 are out working during the day. 
K-means clustering
The other popular form of clustering is K-means clustering. This is a nonagglomerative procedure which does not produce a dendrogram. One must specify the number of clusters, and preferably estimate initial cluster centroids.
If not, then the routine chooses its own starting points for clusters, and then customers are allocated to the cluster with the nearest centroid. The cluster centroid then is recalculated, and customers reallocated to the cluster with the (new) nearest centroid. The process iterates until no changes are made. Figure 23 shows the result of assuming there were twelve clusters. The usual singleton business was one (not shown), and the remaining eleven clusters are graphed in Figure 23 . K-means clustering only found the pv customers (blue dots) when there were twelve or more clusters assumed. The procedure also found the cluster of small businesses (yellow triangles), two clusters with be impossible to use agglomerative clustering for a population of hundreds of thousands of customers, since every cluster (initially, every individual) has to be compared to every other cluster multiple times. Perhaps a way forward is to use an agglomerative routine on a somewhat bigger pilot sample, to find initial clusters with meaningful shape characteristics, and thereafter use them as starting values for K-means clustering.
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Discussion
There are many methods that can be used to partition customers into clusters. The unusual feature of the agl task is that each customer is represented by a very long time series of power readings: each sample series was 9552 data points = 199 days × 48 half-hours, and yet in principle one could use an even longer series, with multiple years of data. This necessitates the use of some sort of data reduction to summarise each customer, before inputing into the clustering routines. The task's complexity is increased by having to deal with negative net power (due to pv systems), zeros (periods when the power was switched off, either because of temporary outage or absence for several days), public holidays or customer holidays when normal patterns of power use are disrupted, and the change to daylight saving time.
We recommend that some protocols for data cleaning should be established before attempting to cluster the customers, to remove business customers and customers with excessive power use or very long absences. Public holidays (or if necessary, the surrounding weeks) should be removed before clustering, and that the time series be adjusted for daylight saving.
More work could be done on the use of Fourier analysis to characterise customer behaviour, but one also needs to adjust for temperature and day of the week. Perhaps a way forward might be to summarise each customer by their regression coefficients from a linear model where their power use is regressed on the temperature (heating degree days and cooling degree days), day of the week, and some sinusoidal curves (perhaps up to order three or four). The coefficients could then be input to a clustering routine. Similarly, more work could be done on Load Duration curves, which could be stratified by time, day, and temperature range, and then summary statistics extracted from each curve. The advantage of modelling Load Duration curves is that more of the distribution of power usages is considered, not just the mean power usage in each stratum.
Notwithstanding the above comments, most attention was paid to summarising customers by their mean power use over a period. For input to som, customers were summarised by their mean power in each of the 48 half-hour periods; this could be extended to allow for different temperature ranges. In Section 4, customers were summarised by their mean power use in two-hour blocks, in seven temperature ranges and on weekends and weekdays. This still represents a considerable simplification of the data, but gave enough detail to show a lot of variation in electricity use pattern. It also permitted the cluster centroids to be graphed in an interpretable way.
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Various clustering techniques were explored in Section 4. Complete clustering seemed to be good for picking out really unusual clusters. Ward's clustering worked well provided one allowed for a large number of initial clusters. In a sense complete linkage, by picking out small but meaningful clusters, provided the criteria for deciding how many clusters are needed for Ward's method. The other agglomerative cluster routines tended to produce far too many singleton clusters (outliers). K-means clustering looks promising for application to large datasets of agl's size, but needs initial cluster centroids. For future work, we recommended that complete and Ward clustering be used on a larger pilot study, to find interpretable clusters, and then these be used as initial estimates for K-means clustering of the population dataset.
A limitation of Section 4 is that all the clustering routines assume that each data point is of equal worth. However, some of the time × temperature range × weekend/weekday combinations had no data or sometimes only one or two original data points contributing to their mean power. Other combinations had mean power based on over one hundred original data points. This is not necessarily a problem-treating all means as having the same worth gives more weight to the customer behaviour in extreme temperatures, and this may help us identify interesting clusters. However, for future work it is worth considering the use of a cluster routine that gives different weights to different data points.
